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  Digital Culture & Society (DCS) Ramón Reichert,Annika Richterich,Pablo
Abend,Mathias Fuchs,Karin Wenz,2016-12-31 »Digital Culture & Society« is a
refereed, international journal, fostering discussion about the ways in which
digital technologies, platforms and applications reconfigure daily lives and
practices. It offers a forum for critical analysis and inquiries into digital
media theory and provides a publication environment for interdisciplinary
research approaches, contemporary theory developments and methodological
innovation. The third issue »Politics of Big Data« edited by Mark Coté, Paolo
Gerbaudo, and Jennifer Pybus, critically examines the political and economic
dimensions of Big Data and thus details its contestation. The contributions
focus on the materialities and processes which manifest Big Data and explore
forms of value beyond the state and capital. These range from open data
initiatives, social media metrics, machine learning algorithms, data
visualisation to data dashboards, critical data analysis, and new modes of
data action research and practice.
  iPad & iPad Pro For Dummies Paul McFedries,2024-02-23 Help for newcomers to
Apple’s popular tablet computer Fully updated to cover the latest version of
iPadOS and all the newest features, iPad & iPad Pro For Dummies is your fun,
full-color guide to the most popular tablet on the market. There are a lot of
things you can do with an iPad—browse the internet, take photos and videos,
manage your schedule, play games, stream media, create documents, send e-
mail, and beyond. Learn how to tackle everything from the basics to more
advanced iPad operations, and find tips on how to make the most of the new
features and customize your device to your liking. You’re on your way to
becoming an iPad power user, with this Dummies title. Discover the basics of
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setting up and navigating your tablet Take great pictures and videos—then
edit and share them with the world Get tips and shortcuts that will help you
do things easier and faster with iPad Learn security best practices to keep
your data and your iPad safe Anyone with a new iPad or iPad Pro and the new
iPadOS will love this step-by-step guide to iPad operation, personalization,
and maintenance.
  Mastering Apple MacBook - MacBook Pro, MacBook Air, MacOS Ultimate User
Guide Adidas Wilson,2019-05-08 The first ever successful computer with a GUI,
ability to allow users to preview a document before printing, and a mouse was
the Mac. The following are the reasons why it has remained relevant all these
years. Turned Icons into Art Since Mac was the first computer with a GUI, it
was the first to have icons. Susan Kare designed those first icons for Mac.
Macs Beg to Be Networked Back when the Mac was launched, computer networking
was exotic and pricey; but even then, Macs could be easily connected to each
other. HyperCard Partly Inspired the Web The HyperCard was created by Bill
Atkinson in 1987. Through this app, anyone could create on-screen cards with
hyperlinks, images, or texts. The Mac laptop is advanced right out of the
box, it comes with many basic tools such as calendar management, email, etc.
However, there is another world of powerful software for Apple Mac that will
make complicated tasks easier. Although most of them are not free, they only
cost a few bucks and they are well worth it. Here are some of the best.
  iPad and iPad Pro For Dummies Edward C. Baig,Bob LeVitus,Bryan
Chaffin,2020-07-14 The A to Z guide to getting the most from your iPad Your
iPad is a magical piece of technology connecting you to the rest of the world
pretty much anytime and anywhere. Super thin and (well, almost) light as a
feather, it allows you to keep up with your day to day duties, stay in touch
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with family and friends, catch up with work, relax with books and movies, or
even create your own works of art! Given all it’s capable of, it’s essential
to have a guide to help you make the most of your device. The latest edition
of iPad and iPad Pro for Dummies helps users of all experience levels
navigate this amazing looking glass. Assuming no prior knowledge, it takes
you from the basics—including getting to know the iPad and adding useful
accessories such as keyboards and pencils—to setting up email, connecting
with other devices, maintaining files, and researching and installing the
best apps for you. Discover the simple steps to get up and running Make your
iPad work better and faster for you Explore the features of the brand new
iPadOS Get easy fixes to common problems Pick up your copy today and find out
just how sweet life in Apple tablet form can be!
  Android for Programmers Paul J. Deitel,2012 By the world's #1 Java
programming authors, and the creators of the bestselling iPhone for
Programmers, the application-driven approach to Android brings the Deitels'
signature Live Code technique to Android development and teaches every new
technique in the context of a real-world Android App: 16 complete Apps in
all.
  Dimwit iphone 12 pro mastering Jim Wood,2021-01-26 This guide is formulated
to help you get started with using your iPhone in as little time as possible.
You can start using the iPhone as soon as you start using this book rather
than have to wait to finish the guide before starting. That is not even all,
this guide was purposely written to serve as an iPhone guide in a non-formal
and too techy language except where it cannot be avoided, even then, a lot of
efforts has been put in to ensure the language used in this book is a little
more casual than what you would expect from most other iPhone manuals. With
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this book in your hands, you can save yourself time and tons of energy by
sampling following the tips, tricks, and advice you’ll find within. You will
also gain immense knowledge in the step-by-step, easy-to-follow chapters used
throughout this book. Only those who have this book can benefit from having
such an amazing reference book that can deal with any potential challenges
you might find face along the way. ★★★ From an iPhone Novice to Expert User!
★★★ Acquiring an iPhone can be both a thrilling and intimidating experience!
On the one hand, it’s can feel like just being gifted a new toy you have
always wanted, especially a great phone like the iPhone 12 Pro Max, on the
other hand, being called one of the best phones on planet earth means it has
to have lots of features, I mean you probably would have also found out for
yourself that it does have lots and lots of features! Some of which you
probably may never use. But for those features you intend to use or should
use; you will need a great guide like this book that understands your needs
and is ready to take you through the process in a language simple to
understand. This guide is formulated to help you get started with using your
iPhone in as little time as possible. You can start using the iPhone as soon
as you start using this book rather than have to wait to finish the guide
before starting. That is not even all, this guide was purposely written to
serve as an iPhone guide in a non-formal and too techy language except where
it cannot be avoided, even then, a lot of efforts has been put in to ensure
the language used in this book is a little more casual than what you would
expect from most other iPhone manuals. The iPhone 12 family uses the new iOS
14 which expectedly comes with many useful tools, including the ability to
display Triple-lens 3D camera for better video and gaming and a lot more. The
New physical design is also a slight departure from the iPhone 11 and comes
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prepared to handle 5G connectivity as well as integrate two forms of 5G. It
is needless to say that the iPhone 12 Pro Max is a great engineering
combination of premium hardware, quality software, and great accessories all
aimed at making your user experience with the iPhone a great one. They have
successfully done that over the years. Some of the things you should expect
in this book include: •Manage Apple ID and iCloud Settings on iPhone •Ways to
use iCloud on iPhone 12 •Take a Screenshot or Screen Recording On iPhone
12Change iPhone 12 Sounds and Vibrations. •Home screen and open apps •Type
and Edit Text on iPhone 12 •Add or change keyboards on iPhone 12 •Using Maps
Application •Use and Customize Control Center on iPhone 12 •Allow Features
Access from Device Lock Screen •How to use app clips on iPhone •Choose iPhone
12 Settings for Travel •Set up Screen Time for a Family Member on iPhone 12
•Set Do Not Disturb on iPhone 12 •Turn on Do Not Disturb While Driving
•Switching Between Apps on iPhone 12 •Switching Between Open Apps •Lots more
within the pages of the book The iPhone is arguably the most powerful phone
out there and can be used to take great photos and can do just about
anything. Then, even though some people intuitively find it easy to use, for
some others, especially for those who have never used it before or thos
Translator: Linsy B. PUBLISHER: TEKTIME
  Teach Yourself VISUALLY iPhone 11, 11Pro, and 11 Pro Max Guy Hart-
Davis,2020-02-26 Know your new iPhone 11, 11 Pro, and 11 Pro Max from the
inside-out with 900 color screen shots! Teach Yourself VISUALLY iPhone is
your ultimate guide to getting the most out of your iPhone! Apple's graphics-
driven iOS is perfect for visual learners, so this book uses a visual
approach to show you everything you need to know to get up and running—and
much more. Full-color screen shots walk you step-by-step through setup,
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customization, and everything your iPhone can do. Whether you are new to the
iPhone or have just upgraded to the 11, 11 Pro, or 11 Pro Max, this book
helps you discover your phone's full functionality and newest capabilities.
Stay in touch by phone, text, email, FaceTime Audio or FaceTime Video calls,
or social media; download and enjoy books, music, movies, and more; take,
edit, and manage photos; track your health, fitness, and habits; organize
your schedule, your contacts, and your commitments; and much more! The iPhone
is designed to be user-friendly, attractive, and functional. But it is
capable of so much more than you think—don't you want to explore the
possibilities? This book walks you through iOS 13 visually to help you stay
in touch, get things done, and have some fun while you're at it! Get to know
iOS 13 with 900 full-color screen shots Master the iPhone's basic functions
and learn the latest features Customize your iPhone to suit your needs and
get optimal performance Find the apps and services that can make your life
easier The iPhone you hold in your hand represents the pinnacle of mobile
technology and is a masterpiece of industrial design. Once you get to know
it, you'll never be without it. Teach Yourself VISUALLY iPhone is your
personal map for exploring your new tech companion.
  Top Ten System Tools for Android Fiona Gatt,2011-04-14
  Programmer's Supplement for Release 6 of the X Window System, Version 11
Adrian Nye,1995 The Programmer's Supplement for Release 6 is for programmers
who are familiar with Release 5 of the X Window System and who want to know
how to use the new features of Release 6. It provides complete tutorial and
reference information to all new Xlib and Xt toolkit functions.
  IPhone 13 Pro Max User Guide For Seniors James Nino,2021-12-31 Having a
book created with this in mind that covers everything seniors need to know
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about the iPhone 13 to get started is a great asset to have. Which is why
this guide is a great book for our older generation who are technically
challenged. Seniors should not be denied the opportunity to also enjoy the
innovative technology associated with Apple 2021 edition. They should also be
able to explore all the features that come with the phone including setting
it up, calling, chatting, taking pictures and Facetime calls.This book does a
wonderful job of explaining how to use your iPhone from the minute you get
it. It can teach the older generation how to send text messages, add new
contacts, make emergency calls, listen to their all-time favorite songs, make
video calls, sync their data, utilize Siri, and so much more.This book is for
Seniors Who Want To learn to use the iPhone 13 Pro Max But Can't Get StartedA
Simple Guide for Grandma and GrandpaMany times, Seniors receive the gift of
an iPhone but are not shown how to use it. Although the Apple iPhone 13 from
Apple is intended to be intuitive, it can still be very difficult for an
average user not less a senior to understand how to use it.The iPhone 13 can
be a difficult device to use, especially if you are from an older generation
and not into technology which can make our granddads, and grandmas have a
hard time setting up their new devices without requesting help.Having a book
created with this in mind that covers everything seniors need to know about
the iPhone 13 to get started is a great asset to have. Which is why this
guide is a great book for our older generation who are technically
challenged. Seniors should not be denied the opportunity to also enjoy the
innovative technology associated with Apple 2021 edition. They should also be
able to explore all the features that come with the phone including setting
it up, calling, chatting, taking pictures and Facetime calls.This book does a
wonderful job of explaining how to use your iPhone from the minute you get
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it. It can teach the older generation how to send text messages, add new
contacts, make emergency calls, listen to their all-time favorite songs, make
video calls, sync their data, utilize Siri, and so much more.Just Imagine
Being Able To:learn how to utilize all the functions and operations that the
phone offersuse a well-formatted book to help seniors like you use your
phonelearn about the latest updates, improvements, and changes on the new
iPhone 13pass a message across with its large prints with fewer strains on
the eyesteach seniors despite their low-tech knowledge in a language simple
to understand...And that's just for starters!Not Only That but Also:the book
uses practical examples in explaining how to get the most out of your iPhone
13a user-friendly guide for anyone with even third-grade education to
followshow you how to keep in touch despite aging eyesight and hearinglearn
more new phone tricks to keep up with the kids and grandkidslarge printing
format suitable for those with eye sight issuesSo, if you are one of those
people worried about how to set up their new device, this guide can be useful
to beginners and even those switching from Android to iPhone. You can also
learn to use the GPS feature to search for places on maps.This book also
covers:How to search for a place on mapsHow to send a text message to old and
new contactsIntroduction to Safari and SiriActivating Siri, changing
wallpapers, setting screen time, and managing eventsHow to use the iPhone 13
Pro exclusive feature called ProResHow to access some hidden camera functions
that you probably did not expect a phone camera to haveClick the Buy Now
Button to order your copy of the book to get started.
  Teach Yourself VISUALLY iPhone 12, 12 Pro, and 12 Pro Max Guy Hart-
Davis,2021-02-24 Know your new iPhone 12, 12 Pro, and 12 Pro Max from the
inside-out with 900 color screen shots! Teach Yourself VISUALLY iPhone is
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your ultimate guide to getting the most out of your iPhone! Apple's graphics-
driven iOS is perfect for visual learners, so this book uses a visual
approach to show you everything you need to know to get up and running—and
much more. Full-color screen shots walk you step-by-step through setup,
customization, and everything your iPhone can do. Whether you are new to the
iPhone or have just upgraded to the 12, 12 Pro, or 12 Pro Max, this book
helps you discover your phone's full functionality and newest capabilities.
Stay in touch by phone, text, email, FaceTime Audio or Video calls, and
social media; download and enjoy books, music, movies, and more; take, edit,
and manage photos; track your health, fitness, and habits; organize your
schedule, your contacts, and your commitments; and much more! The iPhone is
designed to be user-friendly, attractive, and functional. But it is capable
of so much more than you think—don't you want to explore the possibilities?
This book walks you through iOS 14 visually to help you stay in touch, get
things done, and have some fun while you're at it! Get to know the iPhone 12,
12 Pro, and 12 Pro Max with 900 full-color screen shots Master the iPhone's
basic functions and learn the latest features Customize your iPhone to suit
your needs and get optimal performance Find the apps and services that can
make your life easier The iPhone you hold in your hand represents the
pinnacle of mobile technology and is a masterpiece of industrial design. Once
you get to know it, you'll never be without it. Teach Yourself VISUALLY
iPhone is your personal map for exploring your new tech companion.
  The senior user guide to iphone 13 pro and pro max Jim Wood,2022-02-16 With
this book in your hands, you will have a lot more grasp of how the iPhone Pro
Max can serve you better and makes you a proud senior who is able to compete
with the young on how to also use the iPhone. It is time to feel young again.
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What you will learn in this book: •How to unbox your new iPhone and set it up
easily without stress •Various ways of setting up SIRI to be your personal
digital assistant •Configure your phone to track your walking stability and
walking steadiness to reduce chances of you falling especially when alone
•How to monitor important health signs with the iPhone •And lots more Click
the button to order your copy now. **********The Senior User Guide to iPhone
13 Pro and Pro Max********** This iOS 15 guide book provides the knowledge
necessary for seniors who are either just starting to use an iPhone,
migrating from android, or are already familiar with the Apple Ecosystem. In
this book, you will get to learn how to properly use the iPhone 13 Pro Max
features with a lot more fun and interesting ways through the author's step
by step approach of making it easy for even new users to be able to grasp and
learn how to operate the new iOS on the iPhone 13 Pro and Pro Max. What you
will learn in this book: •How to unbox your new iPhone and set it up easily
without stress •Various ways of setting up SIRI to be your personal digital
assistant •Configure your phone to track your walking stability and walking
steadiness to reduce chances of you falling especially when alone •How to
monitor important health signs with the iPhone •And lots more With this book
in your hands, you will have a lot more grasp of how the iPhone Pro Max can
serve you better and makes you a proud senior who is able to compete with the
young on how to also use the iPhone. It is time to feel young again. Click
the button to order your copy now. Translator: Johnn Bryan PUBLISHER: TEKTIME
  The Book of Qt 4 Daniel Molkentin,2007 Presenting hints on developing user-
friendly applications, Molkentin explores tools needed to create dialog
boxes, steps to follow when developing a GUI-based application, and how to
visualize data using Qt's model-view concept.
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  Hillforts: Britain, Ireland and the Nearer Continent Gary Lock,Ian
Ralston,2019-06-27 The Atlas of Hillforts of Britain and Ireland project
(2012-2016) compiled a massive database on hillforts by a team drawn from the
Universities of Oxford, Edinburgh and Cork. This volume outlines the history
of the project, offers preliminary assessments of the online digital Atlas
and presents initial research studies using Atlas data.
  iPad and iPad Pro For Dummies Paul McFedries,2022-04-19 It’s tablet time!
Get acquainted with the latest iPadOS and devices, the easy way Up a creek
without an iPaddle? Dummies has got you covered, with iPad & iPad Pro
2022-2023 For Dummies. This is your stay-afloat guide to the latest version
of iPadOS and all the new features of Apple’s leading tablet. We offer a
step-by-step guide to iPad maintenance, operation, and personalization, so
you can figure out your new device quickly and spend your time doing the fun
stuff. Photos, videos, apps, productivity, communication, maps, and
beyond—plus a host of new features that we’ll introduce you to, right in this
book. Get acquainted with the basics of using and customizing your iPad or
iPad Pro Discover the new and exciting changes that come with the latest
iPadOS release Get the most out of your iPad by mastering the top apps and
productivity tricks Learn how to ease the transition from computers to
tablets, at home or at work For personal projects or in business settings,
the iPad is the tablet of choice, and Dummies is here to show you why. Grab
this full-color guide and get iPaddling!
  Mastering Apple iPhone Adidas Wilson, The iOS 13 is the newest iOS version
from Apple. This operating system continues with the optimization trend that
started with the iOS 12. Everything is now more efficient and faster. The
iPhone 11 has a Liquid Retina HD display. The resolution at 326 pixels per
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inch is 1792 x 828. According to Apple, this LCD is the most advanced. The
display still supports Tap to Wake, True Tone, wide color, swipe-based
gestures and other technology advancements by Apple. The contrast ratio is
1400:1 which makes it inferior to the Pro models. Haptic Touch: the 3D touch
feature in the iPhone XR has been replaced by the Haptic Touch option. The
A13 Bionic chip in the iPhone 11 is better than the A12 one in the iPhone XR.
It is the fastest and most advanced for now.
  Android Tips and Tricks Guy Hart-Davis,2014-12-11 Discover hundreds of tips
and tricks you can use right away with your Android device to get more done,
and have more fun. Easy to understand and non-technical, Android Tips and
Tricks is perfect for beginners—and for more experienced users ready to get
more productive or move to newer devices. You'll learn how to use your
Android smartphone or tablet as a powerful communication, organization, and
productivity tool as well as a feature-packed entertainment device. You will
dig deep into the settings and capabilities of both Android itself and the
preinstalled apps, developing the knowledge and skills to exploit them to the
fullest.
  Mac OS X Lion Bible Galen Gruman,2011-08-23 Covers the features and
functions of the Macintosh operating system, with information on such topics
as Launchpad, FaceTime, the app store, iCloud, Safari, iChat, and iTunes.
  Building Web Apps with WordPress Brian Messenlehner,Jason
Coleman,2014-04-08 WordPress is much more than a blogging platform. As this
practical guide clearly demonstrates, you can use WordPress to build web apps
of any type—not mere content sites, but full-blown apps for specific tasks.
If you have PHP experience with a smattering of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript,
you’ll learn how to use WordPress plugins and themes to develop fast,
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scalable, and secure web apps, native mobile apps, web services, and even a
network of multiple WordPress sites. The authors use examples from their
recently released SchoolPress app to explain concepts and techniques
throughout the book. All code examples are available on GitHub. Compare
WordPress with traditional app development frameworks Use themes for views,
and plugins for backend functionality Get suggestions for choosing WordPress
plugins—or build your own Manage user accounts and roles, and access user
data Build asynchronous behaviors in your app with jQuery Develop native apps
for iOS and Android, using wrappers Incorporate PHP libraries, external APIs,
and web service plugins Collect payments through ecommerce and membership
plugins Use techniques to speed up and scale your WordPress app
  Waking Up Sam Harris,2014-09-09 For the millions of Americans who want
spirituality without religion, Sam Harris’s latest New York Times bestseller
is a guide to meditation as a rational practice informed by neuroscience and
psychology. From Sam Harris, neuroscientist and author of numerous New York
Times bestselling books, Waking Up is for the twenty percent of Americans who
follow no religion but who suspect that important truths can be found in the
experiences of such figures as Jesus, the Buddha, Lao Tzu, Rumi, and the
other saints and sages of history. Throughout this book, Harris argues that
there is more to understanding reality than science and secular culture
generally allow, and that how we pay attention to the present moment largely
determines the quality of our lives. Waking Up is part memoir and part
exploration of the scientific underpinnings of spirituality. No other book
marries contemplative wisdom and modern science in this way, and no author
other than Sam Harris—a scientist, philosopher, and famous skeptic—could
write it.
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